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Agency line officers beginning with the number 1 for highest ranking officer and
continuing in ascending order through agency line officers only. i.e. Chiefs,
Captains and Lieutenants.
Specialty personnel that are not line officers. i.e. Fire Police, Safety Officers etc.
Fire apparatus with a permanently mounted water pump of at least 250-gpm
capacity, water tank, and hose lines whose primary purpose is to initiate fire
suppression and to support associated fire department operations
Four wheel drive fire apparatus (mini-pumper) with on-board water supply and
plumbed nozzles or hose lines designed for off road brush/wildland fires or
fires inaccessible by normal Engines
Fire Apparatus designed for transporting water from a water source to a fire
scene. Note for Tanker/Pumpers – The vehicle’s primary designated use shall
determine whether it is called an Engine or a Tanker
Fire apparatus with either a compliment of ground ladders or an aerial ladder
(straight stick) mounted to a rotating table and may or may not include an
elevated water stream.
Fire apparatus with an aerial ladder with an enclosed platform at the end
mounted to a rotating table. May also have an elevated water stream.
A utility task vehicle capable of transporting equipment and personnel off-road.
May include a fixed mounted pump and on-board water supply
A vehicle primarily designed to provide the specialized equipment necessary for
technical rescue situations, tools and equipment that support firefighting
operations and may also include emergency medical services equipment and
supplies. Note for Rescue/Pumpers – The vehicle’s primary designated use shall
determine whether it is called an Engine or a Rescue
Any department owned apparatus i.e. pickup truck, utility or sport utility
vehicle or bus used for support of department operations.
Any department owned vessel used for navigating waterways for the purpose of
fire suppression and rescue operations.
Transporting vehicle with the sole purpose for patient care (meets NYS DOH
Part 800 certification)
Agency owned non-transporting first response vehicle carrying medical
equipment with the primary mission of patient care (Fly Car, Medic Car)
Personnel certified as a Basic NYS Emergency Medical Technician
Personnel certified as an Advanced NYS Emergency Medical Technician
Personnel certified as a NYS Critical Care EMT or Paramedic

